
1. My brother (to play) tennis 
every Sunday. 

2. My friends (to go) to the library 
every Wednesday. 

3. My friends (to go) hiking last 
week. 

4. We (to enjoy) fishing with my 
uncle last month. 

5. Jane (to fly) to Washington 
tomorrow.  

6. My best friend (to get) married 
next Saturday.  

7. We already (to read) this book 
by Kipling. 

8. I (to read) just this book. It’s 
really worth reading. 

9. The storm destroyed the 
sandcastle that we (to build). 

10. When she went out to play, she 
already (to do) her homework. 

11. Saturday is the __________ day 
of the week. 

12. The ___________ month of the 
year is June.  

13. The ___________month of the 
year is November. 

14. A train is (fast) than a bus. 
15. This text is the (difficult) of all. 
16. Weather in summer is 

(pleasant) than in autumn. 

1. Your mother (to cook) every 
day. 

2. My father (to walk) a dog in the 
evening every day. 

3. He (to get) the leading role in 
the performance yesterday. 

4. My school football team ( to 
win) a competition last month. 

5. My aunt (to come) to my 
birthday party next Sunday. 

6. Kate (to be) ten tomorrow.  
7. My elder brother (to visit) many 

foreign countries yet. 
8. I already (to do) all the 

exercises. 
9. My brother ate all of the cake 

that our mum (to make). 
10. I could not remember the poem 

we (to learn) the week before. 
11. Sunday is the __________ day 

of the week. 
12. The ___________ month of the 

year is April.  
13. The ___________month of the 

year is May. 
14. Park Street is (long) than 

Market Street. 
15. Helen is the (beautiful)  girl in 

our class. 
16. A bike is (comfortable) than a 

motorbike. 

1. My sister always (to help) 
mother to cook our meals. 

2. He never (come) ё1on time. 
3. Man (to land) on the Moon in 

1969.  
4. Holidays (to begin) last Friday.  
5. Tomorrow John (to get up) at 

seven. 
6. My father (to drive) a car 

tomorrow. 
7. I already ( to listen) to it. 
8. We already (to solve) the 

problem. 
9. When I saw her, I knew we 

never (to meet) before. 
10. The movie already  (to start) 

when we arrived to the cinema. 
11. Friday is the __________ 
day of the week. 
12. The ___________ month of 
the year is September.  
13. The ___________month of 
the year is July. 
14.This jacket is small for me. Show 
me a (big) one. 
15. That book was (interesting) of 
all. 
16. Coats are (expensive) than 
shoes. 
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